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Abstract A graph G is m-partite if its points can be partitioned into m subsets Yl, . . . . Vm such 
that every line joins a point in Vi with a point in Vi, i + j. A complete m-partite graph contains 
every line joining Vi with V-. A complete graph Kp has every pair of its p points adjacent. The 
nth interchange graph I,(G I of G is a graph whose points can be identified with the K,+l’~ of 
G such that two points are adjacent whenever the corresponding K,+lf have a K, in common. 
Interchange graphs of complete 2-partite and 3-partite graphs have been characterized, but 
interchange graphs of complete m-partite graphs for m > 3 do not seem to have been investiga- 
ted. The main result of this paper is two characterizations of interchange graphs of complete m- 
partite graphs for m _> 2. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider only finite undirected graphs without loops 
or multiple edges or lines, The point set of a graph G will be denoted 
V(G). A complete graph KP has every pair of its p points adjacent. Two 
graphs are isomorphic if and only if there is a I- 1 correspondence be- 
tween their point sets that preserves adjacency. A graph G is m-partite 
if V(G) can be partitioned into m subsets V, ) . . . . V, such. that every 
line joins a point in Vi to a point in Vi, i # j. A bigraph is a. 2-partite 
graph. A complete m-partite graph contains every line joining Vi with 
Vj, i # j. If I Vi I = pi, then this graph is denoted by K@l , . . . . pm ). The 
nth interchange graph In(G) of G is a graph whose points can -be identi- 
fied with the K,+1 ‘s of G and two points of In(G) are adjacent, when- 
ever the corresponding K,,1 ‘s have a K, in common. 
Let L, (n) be the graph whose points can be identified with the orde- 
red m-tuples on n symbols. Two points of L, (n) are adjacent whenever 
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the corresponding m-tuples have m - 1 common coordinates. The L, (n) 
and L 3 (n) graphs are called L, and cubic lattice graphs, respectively. 
It is easy to show that L, (n) is isomorphic to the (m - 1)st interchange 
graph of the complete m-partite graph K(n, . . . . n). 
The product graph G, X G, has vertex set V(G,) X V(G,). Two 
points are adjacent if they are equal in one coordinate and a pair of ad- 
jacent points in the other coordinate. Thus we note that L, (n) = K,, X 
. . . x K, = Kf , where m copies of K,., appear in the product. 
There have been numerous characterizations of L, and cubic lattice 
graphs [ 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 111. Griinbaum [5] mentioned that for m > 3, 
L,, (n) graphs do not seem to have been investigated. Recently, Bermond 
[ 21 has characterized them in terms of the number of points of distance 
1, 2 and 3 from two arbitrary points. The author [ 31 conjectured two 
characterizations of L, (n) graphs. The purpose of this paper is to prove 
these conjectures. 
2. The ‘main theorem 
The proof of the main theorem requires several lemmas. For any sub- 
set S of V(G), the induced subgraph W has point set S and two points 
of S are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent in G. Let r= {ur, . . . . 
uk} be a partition of V(G). Then 7~ is an L, (n)-partition if (vi) is an 
L, (n) graph for 1 4 i 2 k. An L, (n)-partition is called a K-partition as 
the subgraph induced by each block is a complete graph. The lines con- 
tained in TT are the lines of G contained in the subgraphs induced by the 
blocks of r. 
For partitions 7rrl and n2 on a set S, define two operations: 
(1) n1 - n2 is the partition on S such that a f b(nl ?? n2) if and only if 
a = b(nl ) and a E b(n,). 
(2) ?T~ + n2 is the partition on S such that a E b(n, + n2) if and only 
if there exist a sequence a = a0 , a 1 9 “‘9 n 
&?,+I (Kr ) Orai z ai+l (R2) for 1.5 i < n.” 
= b for which either ai z 
A lattice is a partialiy ordered set in which every pair of elements has a 
greatest lower bound (g.1. b.) and a least upper bound (1.u.b.). A partially or 
dered set of partitions closed under - and + is a lattice and g.l.b.(n,, x2)= 
n1 - n2 and 1.u.b. (or, R~) = IQ + 7r2. The zero element, denoted 0, is the 
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partition with singleton blocks and the identity element, denoted 1, is 
the partition with a single block (61. 
Two partitions ~7~ and 7r2 are orthogonal if nr ?? 7r2 = 0, and m parti- 
tions nr, . . . . 7rm are m-orthogonal if I$‘?, 7Ti = 0. 
In the following, let Ti denote the partition of the points of L, (n) 
whose blocks consist of the points of L,(n) which agree on all but the 
ith coordinate. 
Lemma2.1.Fori#j, ni*ni=O. 
Lemma 2.2. The blocks of the partition 2iz1 Tik consist of all points 
which agree on all but coordinates i,, i,, . . . . ii. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is a straightforward induction argument onj. 
Lemma 2.3. 
( ‘a, + j$+l nj) ’ (hni +j$lnj) = C ni. i= 1 i=l i=l 
A lattice L is said to be distributive if and only if for all x, y, z in L, 
(l)x+(jx)=(x+y)+c+z); 
(2)xqy+z)=(x*y)+(x*z). 
The lattice of all subsets of a set relative to the usual set theoretic sum 
and intersection is distributive. 
Lemma 2.4. The lattice L generated by nl, . . . . n, is distributive. 
Proof. From Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that each nonzero ele- 
ment of L is of the form lTil + . . . + nir for r 2 1. Let D denote the lattice 
of all subsets of the set (1, 2, . . . . m}. Since the mapping f from L into D 
defined by 
is an isomorphism, it follows that L is distributive. 
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A lattice L is said to be modular if and only if for all x, y, z in L it 
obeys the following law: If x > y, then x ?? (y + z) = y + (x ?? z). Let L be 
a modular lattice with a 0 and a 1. We call a finite set al, . . . , Q, of L in- 
dependent if 
lZi * 2 aj = 0 forlliLn. 
j=l 
j+i 
The next lemma is an exercise in [6] . 
Lemma 2.5. Let aI, . . . . a, be a set of independent elements such that 
Define 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
n c ai =l. 
i=l 
bi = 2 aj . 
j=l 
j#i 
h bj=O, 
j=l 
n 
nb .=a. 
j=l ' 
I- 
j#i 
Lemma 2.6. Let q, . . . . am be m mutually orthogonal K-partitions of 
V(G) where each partition contains nm -I blocks of order n. If the 
generated by these partitions is distributive, then the m partitions 
lattice 
Mi = E aj 3 llilm, 
j=l 
jzi 
contain n blocks of order nm -1. 
Proof. Since a+ ?? Mi = 0, Mi contains n or more blocks. We will complete 
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the proof by showing that each block in the sum of k 5 m distinct (Y~‘s 
is of order nk or greater. The proof will be by induction on k. For k = 2, 
each block of a. + ai is of order n* or greater as (L . 
pose that for al?j < k, each block of air + . . . 
* 0. 
‘1 ‘2 = 0. sup-. 
+ ‘YQ is of order ni or greater 
Then from the induction hypothesis and 0 = qk ??Mik > aik ?? (ai1 + . . . 
+ “$-I ), each block of qr + . . . + arik must be of order nk or greater. 
Thus Mj contains n blocks of order nm -1. 
Theorem 2.7. The following are equivalent. 
(i) G is an L, (n) graph. 
(ii) mere exist m m-orthogonal L, _1 (n)-partitions M, , . . . . Mm of 
V(G) such that each Mi contains n blocks of order nm -I, the m parti- 
tions contain every line of G exactly m- 1 times, and the partition for- 
med by the product of m- 1 distinct Mi 3 is a K-partition. 
(iii) There exist m mutually orthogonal K-partitions IQ, . . . . nrn of 
V(G) which contain all the lines of G, ea& partition contains nm -I 
blocks of order n and the lattice generated by these partitions is distri- 
bu tive. 
Proof. (i) implies (iii). Since G is isomorphic to L, (n), the points of G 
can be identified with the set of ordered m-tuples on n symbols. Define 
m K-partitions of V(G), x1, . . . . T, , by the following: u = u(ni) if and 
only if u and u agree on all but the ith coordinate. Each Iri contains 
nm --l blocks of order n and the subgraph induced by each block of ni 
is I&. From Lemma 2.1 the partitions are mutually orthogonal and 
from Lemma 2.4 the lattice generated by the partitions is distributive. 
(iii)‘impZies (i). Let nr , . . . . 72, be m K-partitions satisfying the stated 
conditions. For i = 1, . . . . m, define m partitions by 
Mi = 2 ~j a 
j=l 
j+i 
Since nr , . . . . 7rm are mutually orthogonal and generate a distributive lat- 
tice, we have 7Ti. Mi = 0. Hence the ?Ti’s form an independent set and 
since they contain all the lines of G, Zgr ?Ti = 1. Thus by Lemma 2.5, 
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fi Mj = 0 and rri = E Mj . 
j=l j=l 
j#i 
NOW show that G is isomorphic to L, (n). It follows from Lemma 
2.6 that each Mi contains n blocks of order ~1” -1, Let Mi = (Vi 1, Vi 2, 
"'9 Vi,,} for i= 1, 2, . . . . m. Define a mapping f from V(G) into ‘V(L,i (n)) 
by f(u) = (il, . . . . im ) if and only if u E VI, il n Vz, i2 n . . . CI Vm 
7 m’ 
i 
Clearly, fis l-l and onto as TIEIMi = 0. 
Show that f preserves adjacency. Let u v be a line in G. Then both u 
and u must be in the same block of 7Ti for some i. Since ni = Zy=r j+i Mj 
and TIE1 Mj = 0, we havef(u) = (k,, . . . . &_p k, ki+l, . . . . km) andIf 
= (kr, .*., ki-1, k’, ki+r, .**, km) orf(u) and f(u) agree on m - 1 coordi- 
nates and hence are adjacent in L, (n). 
Conversely, if f(u) and f(u) are adjacent in L,(n), then they must 
agree on all but one coordinate, say theith coordinate. This implies 
u - u@) and hence u is adjacent to v. 
(iii) implies (ii). Let lzl, . . . . 72, be the m i-partitions of V(G) satisfy- 
ing the stated conditions. Define m partitions by Mi = IZpl,j+iTj for i = 1, 
. . . . m. From the proof of (iii) implies (i), the ?Tj’S form an independent 
set and JZEr Ti = 1. That each Mi is an L, _1 (n>partition follows from 
the equivalence of(i) and (iii). Since the Xi’s form an independent set 
(i.e., ni ?? Mi = 0), the Mi’S contain every line of G exactly m- 1 times. 
From Lemma 2.5, M, , . . . . Mm are m-orthogonal (lTi”,l Mj = 0) and 
the partition formed by the product of m- 1 distinct Mj’S is a K-parti- 
tion. From Lemma 2.6 each Mj contains n block of order nm -l. 
(ii) implies (i). This follows immediately from the mappingf that was 
used in the proof of (iii) implies (i). 
The characterizations of L, and cubic lattice graphs which appeared 
in [ 31 are the special cases m = 2 and m = 3 of the main theorem. 
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